[The beginning of stereotactic treatment of extrapyramidal disorders in Poland].
Oskar Liszka in cooperation with I. Gościński i Z. Wicentowicz in 1961 introduced in Poland Guiot-Gillingham stereotactic method of operation and then modified it in 1967. In the next years stereotactic procedures in extrapyramidal diseases were performed also in Warszawa--J. Subczyński, E. Mempel and J. Bidziński, in Białystok J. Łebkowski, in Szczecin J. Slósarek and I. Kojder, in Bydgoszcz M. Harat, in Gdańsk P. Słoniewski. Contemporary W. Koszewski and M. Zabek in Warszawa. In Lublin T. Trojanowski et al. use stereotactic radiotherapy in the treatment of angiomas of the brain.